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A Riordan array is an infinite lower triangular matrix that is defined by two generating functions, $g$ and $f$. The coefficients of the generating function $g$ gives the first column and the $n^{th}$ column of the matrix is defined by the generating function $gf^n$. We shall call $f$ the multiplier function. Similarly, a Double Riordan array is an infinite lower triangular matrix that is defined by three generating functions, $g$, $f_1$ and $f_2$. Where the zeroth column of the Double Riordan array is $g$, the next column is given by $gf_1$ and the following column will be defined by $gf_1f_2$. The remaining columns are found by multiplying $f_1$ and $f_2$ alternatively. Thus, for a double Riordan array there are two multiplier functions, $f_1$ and $f_2$. It is known that the Riordan array only has one Z-sequence and one A-sequence. This is not the case for Double Riordan arrays. In this presentation we show that double Riordan arrays have two Z-sequences and one A-sequence.
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